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Demo: Attacking a Multitenant Kubernetes Cluster

Take a look at a couple more involved Kubernetes attack and defense talks:


In this, we'll attack a Kubernetes cluster that has a soft multitenancy setup, with a Marketing department and a Development department.
What's Kubernetes?

Kubernetes orchestrates containers.

For our purposes:

Nodes run Docker, which run containers
Kubernetes coordinates multiple nodes, running Docker and a Kubelet
What Attack Steps Do I Have in Kubernetes?

Here are some of the attack steps we have available in Kubernetes:

- Exec a command / shell in a container via the API server
- Launch a container onto the cluster via the API server
- Abuse or set up a "volume mount" to steal/modify data or the host itself
- Ask a Kubelet to exec a command / shell in an existing container
- Interact with the Docker daemon on the host
- Interact with the internal or external networks
What You're About to See

In this video demo, we'll attack a Kubernetes cluster that has a soft multitenancy setup, with a Marketing department and a Development department.
▪ Found a backdoor left by another attacker who had compromised Wordpress.
▪ Used the backdoor to enter Marketing's Wordpress container. (Flag 1)
▪ Moved into Marketing's MySQL container (Flag 2)
▪ Used the MySQL container's unfettered network access to reach a Kubelet on the master node.
▪ Used the Kubelet's lack of authentication to invade Development's dev-web container. (Flag 3)
▪ Reasoning that the dev-sync container in this same pod might be used to synchronize content, gained the pod's secrets (SSH key and account).
Review of the Attack Path (2 of 2)

- Authenticated to the high-value Developer machine. (Flag 4)
- Returned to the cluster, used the dev-web pod's placement on the master to gain control of the AWS account. (Bonus)
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